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a b s t r a c t

A combined experimental and numerical investigation of flow control actuation in a short, rectangular,
diffusing S-shape inlet duct using a two-dimensional tangential control jet was conducted.
Experimental and numerical techniques were used in conjunction as complementary techniques, which
are utilized to better understand the complex flow field. The compact inlet had a length-to-hydraulic
diameter ratio of 1.5 and was investigated at a free-stream Mach number of 0.44. In contrast to the base-
line flow, where the flow field was fully separated, the two-dimensional control jet was able to eliminate
flow separation at the mid-span portion of the duct and changed considerably the three-dimensional flow
field, and ultimately, the inlet performance. A comparison between the baseline (no actuation) and forced
flow fields showed that secondary flow structures dominated both flow fields, which is inevitably asso-
ciated with total pressure loss. Contrary to the baseline case, the secondary flow structures in the forced
case were established from the core flow stagnating on the lower surface of the duct close to the aerody-
namic interface plane. High fidelity spectral analysis of the experimental results at the inlet’s exit plane
showed that the baseline flow field was dominated by pressure fluctuations corresponding to a Strouhal
number based on hydraulic diameter of 0.26. Not only did the two-dimensional tangential control jet
improve the time-averaged pressure recovery at the inlet exit plane (13.3% at the lower half of the aero-
dynamic interface plane), it essentially eliminated the energy content of the distinct unsteady fluctua-
tions which characterized the baseline flow field. This result has several implications for the design of
a realistic engine inlet; furthermore, it depicts that a single non-intrusive static pressure measurement
at the surface of the duct can detect flow separation.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

High performance air-breathing propulsion systems demand
high efficiency while minimizing weight. Much research has been
focused on the improvement of each component of the propulsion
system to achieve this end. Particularly, ongoing research is
attempting to reduce the overall length of the inlet. In many appli-
cations reducing the streamwise extend of the inlet leads to an
increase in centerline curvature resulting in separation and devel-
opment of secondary flows.

The goal of any inlet design is to decelerate the oncoming flow
to speeds which promote high performance of the fan or compres-
sor. At the same time, the inlet should minimize both total pres-
sure loss (have high pressure recovery, PR) and flow

unsteadiness, and produce a relatively constant pressure profile
(low distortion) across the interface plane of the fan/compressor.
Development of surge and/or rotating stall may occur if these goals
are not achieved (Paduano et al., 2001).

The existence of separations and secondary flow has the
adverse effects of increasing total pressure loss, flow unsteadiness,
and pressure distortion. For this reason large centerline curvatures
(short lengths) are avoided whenever possible. Current unmanned
air vehicle designs, however, are calling for such large curvatures
because of the weight savings which would be achievable if the
propulsion system were shortened. The length of the propulsion
system is currently sizing the overall aircraft in such designs. The
length of the inlet is typically quantified by establishing the
length-to-diameter ratio. A large length-to-diameter ratio corre-
sponds to a less drastic design. Past research focused on
length-to-diameter ratios between 2.5 and 3.5 (Bansod and
Bradshaw, 1972; Hamstra et al., 2000; Rabe Scribben et al., 2006;
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Kirk et al., 2007). A more thorough review of such flow fields can be
found in Vaccaro et al. (2013).

Compact inlet designs must suppress separation and develop-
ment of secondary flows if they are to be effective. This can be
achieved through the use of passive or active flow control strategies.
Most passive flow control studies on compact inlets have focused on
the utilization of vortex generators (Anderson and Levy, 1991;
Povinelli and Towne, 1986; Vakili et al., 1985, 1987; Reichert and
Wendt, 1994; Anabtawi et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2004; Allan
et al., 2006; Jirasek, 2006; Lee and Liou, 2010). Typical vortex gener-
ators are either micro-vanes or micro-ramps, which generate a
streamwise vortex when immersed in a cross-flow. The size of these
vortex generators are determined by the boundary layer thickness.
The tips of the generators are usually located just outside the edge
of the boundary layer, which allows for the greatest interaction of
the shed vortex and the low momentum fluid. The vortex shed from
the vortex generators introduces mixing and brings high momentum
fluid into the boundary layer which helps to delay, or even suppress,
separation. The downside of utilizing passive vortex generators is
that they have an inherent parasitic drag associated with them; fur-
thermore, they cannot be changed for off-design conditions.

In order to improve efficiency of flow control devices through-
out a larger flight envelop, active flow control has also been
researched heavily in the field of inlet design. Active flow control
differs from passive flow control in that there is a net energy input.
The added benefit is twofold. First, an active device could be
employed only when needed which would eliminate any drag
associated with them when they are not required. Second, an
active device could be implemented in a closed-loop control
scheme where the effect of the device could be dynamically

adjusted based on information of the current flow field. Most active
flow control research has focused on blowing or suction from the
inlet’s surface. Blowing devices are found in many forms:
Coanda-type steady or unsteady ejectors (McElwain, 2002; Luers,
2003; Tournier et al., 2006; Vaccaro et al., 2009), microjets
(Hamstra et al., 2000; Kumar and Alvi, 2006; Reynolds and
Reeder, 2009), vortex generator jets (Pradeep, 2004; Owens et al.,
2006; Sullerey et al., 2006; Rabe Scribben et al., 2006), and syn-
thetic jet actuators (Amitay and Glezer, 2002).

The present study expands on a previous investigation by the
authors (Vaccaro et al., 2013) to include the effects of blowing on
a short, diffusing, rectangular cross-sectional S-shaped duct in
the compressible flow regime. A highly aggressive length-to-
hydraulic diameter ratio of 1.5 has been studied at a Mach number
of 0.44, which corresponds to a hydraulic diameter based Reynolds
number of 7.5 � 105. The present analysis employs pressure mea-
surements, stereoscopic particle image velocimetry, and an exten-
sive three-dimensional unsteady flow simulation.

2. Experimental and numerical setups and methods

2.1. Wind tunnel facility

The experiment was conducted in an open return blowdown
inlet duct facility. The facility was capable of reaching a Mach
number, M, of 0.5 corresponding to mass flow rates of 2.3 kg/s.
This speed and duct geometry produced a maximum achievable
Reynolds number based on exit hydraulic diameter, D, of
1.17 � 106. A detailed description of the test facility can be found
in Vaccaro et al. (2013).

Nomenclature

Abbreviations
AIP aerodynamic interface plane
DDES delayed detached eddy simulation
PSD power spectral density
SPIV stereoscopic particle image velocimetry

List of symbols
Cp coefficient of pressure
D hydraulic diameter at AIP
f frequency
H distance normal to local lower surface; height
h dimensionless distance normal (height) to local lower

surface, H/D
L inlet duct axial length
M Mach number
M1 Mach number at inlet entrance, measured 0.5 exit hy-

draulic diameters upstream of inletb_m mass flow ratio, _mj= _min
_min mass flow through inlet duct

p static pressure
p1 static pressure at inlet entrance, measured 0.5 exit hy-

draulic diameters upstream of inlet
Po total pressure
Po,1 total pressure at inlet entrance, measured 0.5 exit hy-

draulic diameters upstream of inlet
PPoPo power spectral density of the total pressure signal
PR pressure recovery, Po/Po,1
R radius of curvature
r dimensionless radius of curvature, R/D
ReD hydraulic diameter Reynolds number, q1U1D/l1
St Strouhal number, fD/U1
U velocity component tangential to local lower surface

U1 velocity component tangential to local lower surface at
inlet entrance, measured 0.5 exit hydraulic diameters
upstream of inlet

u dimensionless velocity tangential to local lower surface,
U/U1

u� friction velocity,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sw=q

p
�u time-averaged dimensionless velocity tangential to lo-

cal lower surface
V velocity component normal to local lower surface
v dimensionless velocity normal to the local lower sur-

face, V/U1
W velocity component in the spanwise direction
w dimensionless velocity in the spanwise direction, W/U1
�w time-averaged dimensionless velocity in the spanwise

direction
X streamwise (axial) coordinate
x dimensionless streamwise coordinate, X/D
Y cross-stream coordinate in the vertical direction
y dimensionless cross-stream coordinate, Y/D
y+ dimensionless wall distance, u�H=t
Z spanwise coordinate, measured from the duct’s center-

line
z dimensionless spanwise coordinate, Z/D
c ratio of specific heats
l1 fluid’s dynamic viscosity at inlet entrance, measured 0.5

exit hydraulic diameters upstream of inlet
t fluid’s kinematic viscosity
q fluid density
q1 fluid density at inlet entrance, measured 0.5 exit hy-

draulic diameters upstream of inlet
r standard deviation (of pressure signal)
sw shear stress at the wall
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